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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! Some people are starting to travel again. However, with #migraine, travel can still be challenging. Join
me to swap tips w/ the @obligatraveler! Preview questions & chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#NEISvoid I think this month’s chat is really applicable to all kinds of chronic pain and chronic illness, so please feel welcome to join!
Chat soon!  

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
Great Chat in a few hours! #MigraineChat 

sunflowerpickle @sunflowerpickle 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

Krista  @Kristacatlady 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid I think this month’s chat is really applicable to all kinds of chronic pain and chronic illness, so please
feel… 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
I'm Co-hosting #MigraineChat in just a few minutes. We're talking traveling with a chronic illness. Come join! https://t.co/zdVICNL33w 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid I think this month’s chat is really applicable to all kinds of chronic pain and chronic illness, so please
feel… 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
let's do this!! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it happens to be
your first time, take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @obligatraveler: I'm Co-hosting #MigraineChat in just a few minutes. We're talking traveling with a chronic illness. Come join!
https://… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here with me? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels comfortable. I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat
host, tweeting from Vermont where we are weathering some big weather swings. My body is cranky. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Joining me as co-host for today’s #MigraineChat is Sarah the Obligatory Traveler (@obligatraveler). Sarah is a travel nerd, blogger,
and self-described ice cream enthusiast. She also has lupus and pulmonary hypertension. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hey I’m Alex, very cranky body here too #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I'm Raven from Ohio, dealing with a pain flare from my neighbors setting off fireworks until 3am. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Cranky solidarity for today's #MigraineChat! 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
I'm here. Thanks for the great introduction! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue I’ll share two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in all tweets to make following the conversation easier & so tweets
are included in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Standing reminders that: (1) Twitter is a public forum, so keep that in mind as you answer. (2) Please don’t use GIFs or flashing
media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler So happy to have you joining us for #MigraineChat!! Thank you! 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hey everyone! I’m Sarah from California. Having a bit of a dizzy vertigo day, but otherwise I’m doing as OK as can be
expected. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Hi Sarah! Thanks for being here for #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Because of #migraine, some of us were unable to travel much before COVID & some still can’t even as restrictions lift in some areas.
With some creativity, though, travel is possible for others. Let’s talk about what works - or doesn’t - while away from home.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Disclaimer: For today’s #MigraineChat, let’s ignore COVID and stick to general #migraine and chronic illness travel tips. Please also
check local COVID travel restrictions and be safe, though! 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, from the UK. Managed to tear myself away from https://t.co/EssfLpA5st for a few minutes to join
#MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Because of #migraine, some of us were unable to travel much before COVID & some still can’t even as
restrictions lift in s… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Whether you are currently able to travel or not, what are some of the biggest #migraine (or chronic illness) triggers you encounter
while traveling? Note: in the following questions, we’ll break down tips by different aspects of travel. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/LFLSFFvJ9p 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Whether you are currently able to travel or not, what are some of the biggest #migraine (or chronic illness)
triggers… 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Whether you are currently able to travel or not, what are some of the biggest #migraine (or chronic illness)
triggers… 

Nadia Buiter #GeenDorHout #SolidairNaarNul @nadia_buiter 
@beth_morton Hi there, I’m Nadia, 24. Had a pretty good day but migraines remain a huge struggle in my life. Finally figuring out stuff
with a good neurologist though. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Whether you are currently able to travel or not, what are some of the biggest #migraine (or chronic illness)
triggers… 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D. (She/Her)  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A1. Strong perfume, fluorescent lighting, horrible seating, and screaming children. #MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
@beth_morton A1 #migrainechat fragrance fragrance and more fragrance. On people, in lodgings, air "fresheners" used on planes
and trains... therefore i rarely travel. 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A1. Cigarette smoke, especially when traveling in Europe. #MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @beth_morton: Because of #migraine, some of us were unable to travel much before COVID & some still can’t even as
restrictions lift in s… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: I feel like a broken record for saying this, but light sensitivity is definitely #1 in my power rankings. Also lately being
in the car has exacerbated my vertigo. Travel would definitely be very hard for me! #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A 1) Dehydration and lack of sleep will always trigger and/or escalate my symptoms #MigraineChat 
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alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. Disruptions to routine, inconsistent sleeping or food access, and over stimulation are probably the biggest triggers
when traveling #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: weather changes, especially if I'm traveling to somewhere hotter & sunnier. I know the 1st day will involve a
painful adjustment. #MigraineChat 

Nadia Buiter #GeenDorHout #SolidairNaarNul @nadia_buiter 
@beth_morton My biggest trigger for migraine is stress. If I get extra stressed for a longer period I’ll be in bed all week from
migraines. The most important thing for me is to make sure that I have enough time to plan everything so the travel itself is as relaxed
as possible #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. Hard to say but probably the change of routine plus the anxiety that comes from so many things I can't control. Also, that constant
droning noise you get on planes. #MigraineChat 

Nadia Buiter #GeenDorHout #SolidairNaarNul @nadia_buiter 
@beth_morton A1 My biggest trigger for migraine is stress. If I get more stressed for a longer period I’ll be in bed all week from
migraines. The most important thing for me is to make sure that I have enough time to plan everything so the travel itself is as relaxed
as possible #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@cannontekstar @beth_morton Yes. I didn't think of that but I'm 100% with you. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1: For me, finding safe foods, sleeping in an uncomfortable bed, being around too many sensory triggers (too bright, too loud, too
many scents) are big ones, and just the amount of walking to sight see. A new pain condition had made walking hard. 
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@MindfulDrG @beth_morton I’ve discovered in the past year or so that I have smell sensitivity, so strong perfume would be up there
for me too! #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@fabriKatie Anxiety is such a true and often overlooked trigger #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: A1: For me, finding safe foods, sleeping in an uncomfortable bed, being around too many sensory triggers (too
bright, too… 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @beth_morton: A1: For me, finding safe foods, sleeping in an uncomfortable bed, being around too many sensory triggers (too
bright, too… 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @MindfulDrG: @beth_morton A1. Strong perfume, fluorescent lighting, horrible seating, and screaming children. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What tips do you have for getting from point A to point B, especially long distances? In other words, in planes, trains, or
automobiles, what makes you more comfortable? #MigraineChat https://t.co/D5ML8rS5qK 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What tips do you have for getting from point A to point B, especially long distances? In other words, in planes,
trai… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I feel this. Every time I go to another city, I'm reminded of how low-sensory my home environment is. Cities feel like
overload, especially if I'm walking through that sensory bombardment. #MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
@beth_morton Sime hotels will do an extra rinse of bedding for you but I usually have to bring my own A1 #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2: Flights: direct and ask to pre-board, but I prefer to drive or take the train when possible (I can take more with me and have more
space). For planes/trains, noise-canceling headphones, neck pillow, migraine glasses or sunglasses all help. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2.1 Not very adventurous but I really appreciate going to places I've been lots of times, where I know exactly what to expect.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Flying is the easiest for me, I actually feel really good when up in the air. So coordinating flights that don’t disrupt
my morning routine and looking ahead for where in the airport I’ll be able to eat at proper meal times is critical. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@T79567635 At the end, I'll share the Discord group link. That's a great space to connect. Or use the #MigraineChat hashtag anytime
to flag questions here! Take care. We'll be here. 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A 2) For me, don't try to be a hero. If you need the dramamine, the extra pain med, or the med that makes you calm during the 15
hour straight plane ride, buy/ask for the med and take it. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 cont… for driving I will always feel worse so anything that requires more than 2+ hours I have to plan an entire day
for travel there and back with no other events. A day trip for other people will be a long weekend for me. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@alli_ramirez128 @SarahLerner Yeah, wondering if people are just becoming more aware that it is a migraine symptom? Or what's
up? I've noticed more questions, too. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2.2 Building in "escape routes" really helps. They might be physical pit stops or simply distraction activities, like puzzles.
#MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#Migrai… 

C @cadillac_curls 
@beth_morton A1: disruptions to sleep! Sleep is my biggest migraine trigger. Closely followed by how bumpy the ride (car or plane) is
due to some structural issues in my neck #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@obligatraveler Oh yes. I used to try to push through road trips and it’s like nope my stomach is upset I have to just ask to stop and
use the rest area. Asking can be the hardest part sometimes. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: Air travel is difficult but the best option if I'm traveling alone. I can only travel by car if someone is with me because
I can't drive for long periods without a POTS flare. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2.3 I also really value ready-to-eat vegetarian sausage rolls, frozen then taken out of the freezer just before I leave home.
#MigraineChat 

Evidence-based Suki @freeandclear1 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What tips do you have for getting from point A to point B, especially long distances? In other words, in planes,
trai… 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@fabriKatie Excellent answer! Also planning breaks, like in long car rides with a treat if possible makes it more bearable
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. If things like specific foods or missing meals are a trigger, what tips do you have for eating while traveling (i.e., restaurants,
snacks, or meals)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ykGfnv4gEV 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @obligatraveler Oh yes. I used to try to push through road trips and it’s like nope my stomach is upset I have
to just a… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Same. Plane or train if alone. But cars is best if I someone is driving because then I can bring allll the things.
#MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. If things like specific foods or missing meals are a trigger, what tips do you have for eating while traveling
(i.e.,… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@alli_ramirez128 @beth_morton Vertigo was my best controlled symptom for a good couple of years or so (Topamax seemed to do
the trick). And then it crept up on me in early 2020 & came back with a vengeance not too long after the pandemic hit. I’m honestly not
sure what happened. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. Pack what food you can, granola bars are key. For me, my end location must have a kitchen and I’ll have
groceries delivered so I can keep my food consistent like I wasn’t traveling. #MigraineChat 

Maddie ✨ @hazelmaddie 
A3, I grab a snack whenever possible. So I’m packing snacks always, but stopping at a gas station or any place with snacks I pick
some up, as well as some caffeine 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler Definitely. When I travel, I ask my doctor for any additional acute/rescue options, particularly ones to help if flying (a
trigger for me). I want to be able to enjoy myself. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A2. Dexamethasone. My HAS prescribes low dose of dexamethasone for the day before & day of travel - it makes
everything more tolerable. Also, when vestibular migraine was bad, i used to call airline in advance and ask someone to help me to
the gate #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@alli_ramirez128 @beth_morton It’s basically chronic now & an ongoing mystery as to what is going on. Still trying to solve the
puzzle / figure out the best way to break the cycle. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D. (She/Her)  @MindfulDrG 
@beth_morton A2: I always have a wheelchair in the airport. No way I would be able to deal without one. I make sure when I book my
flight tickets that I choose that option. #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3: I scope out menus of nearby restaurants. Pack snacks. If I have access to a kitchen, I’ll order basic groceries so I can at least
have simple/safe breakfasts and lunches. #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A 3) It's so tempting when on a fun trip to splurge and eat what you shouldn't. A few splurges though can spiral into a lot of "well I'm
on vacation" so it's good to remind yourself that feeling good in the moment isn't worth the crappy feelings later #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
Apologies for the premature sausage roll tip. Should have saved it for Q3. #MigraineChat. 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@alli_ramirez128 @beth_morton “migraine are so weird” THE ACCURACY hope you’re able to find more relief. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler This is so true. One of the hardest things about my various chronic illnesses is that I have to pass on much of the
local cuisine. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A3. Pack safe foods (or find local market that has safe foods). I also try to look up menus in advance so I know what
to expect (and if I need a pre-meal snack) #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cannontekstar This is me! We should have a #MigraineChat travel club. 😂 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
A3 part 2: I also let go of the guilt of food while traveling. I don’t feel bad that I eat separately and don’t go out to restaurants. I don’t
make plans around meals and letting go of that has made a huge difference in being able to enjoy trips #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie You were reading my mind!! #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes. Granola or other bars are good friends, especially if you're in a situation where you know you
might miss a meal or snack #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
So smart for traveling when you have a little space! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@obligatraveler @beth_morton They’re perfect. Usually just filling enough and bland so they won’t make me more nauseous. And
usually there’s no restrictions for bringing them on various modes of transportation #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. When booking a place to stay, how do you maximize comfort away from home (e.g., hotel vs Airbnb, amenities, etc.)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/Kc1rIwOGrO 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: I pack snacks & look up the closest grocer to replenish for the trip home. I also look up menus of all the
restaurants near the hotel/B&B to make sure there's affordable accessible food. #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. When booking a place to stay, how do you maximize comfort away from home (e.g., hotel vs Airbnb,
amenities, etc.)? #Mi… 

Maddie ✨ @hazelmaddie 
A4, I’m terrible at advocating for myself for getting the best sleeping spot. But I do go with hotel chains I’ve had good experiences with
and are as close as possible to wherever I’m visiting. Less driving and less walking makes a good vacation! 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse This has made a huge difference for me too. If my travel companions want to skip lunch to go to the beach or
something, it's freeing to say no and just get some food (& rest) back at the hotel to better prevent a flare. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Having a kitchen (need a stove and fridge) is critical. Also checking beforehand what can be delivered - if I’ve
flown and don’t have a car I’m screwed if I need groceries. Walkability is nice to prioritize too #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @HemingwayMuse: A3 part 2: I also let go of the guilt of food while traveling. I don’t feel bad that I eat separately and don’t go out
t… 

Maddie ✨ @hazelmaddie 
#migrainechat Also hotels that have restaurants and stores on site have been huge, I can quickly grab snacks or a meal if it’s a high
pain day. Usually costs more unfortunately! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 It really is! I love trips where everyone kind of does there own thing, I can choose to join if I want but I don’t have to
feel bad if I need to do what’s best for my health. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A4. Now that i have gastroparesis, I prefer an AirBNB so I have a kitchen where i can make smoothies. Having a
kitchen can be so super helpful. but oh! good hotel sheets #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A4: I need my own pillow. I don’t stay in hotel chains that I know are heavily scented - looking at you, DoubleTree. I like to book ones
that have small kitchenettes. If I travel for extended periods, I’d prefer to rent an apt/small house/cabin, I think. #MigraineChat 

ShelleyRoche-Jacques @RocheJacques 
@beth_morton As others have said, packing snacks definitely key for me! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@cannontekstar @beth_morton I love the new Home2 chain of hotels that have opened up. They’ve got a kitchen and the sheets are
amazing!!! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Apologies for the pace, I have an extra question this month! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. What preparation do you do with your doctor before a trip? Do you have tips for traveling with medications, devices, mobility aids,
or the possibility of visiting an unfamiliar emergency room, etc? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DD9DuANidB 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A 4) A big one is how close an accommodation is to what I'm visiting or want to see. Lessening the stress of either a drive, or long
train ride, etc... to get around. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: it has to have a comfy bed. Having at least a fridge, a coffeepot, & a microwave are a must. I don't use Airbnb
type lodgings because I can't control the sensory level or feel safe when brain fog & pain hits. #MigraineChat 

Justine Barron @jewstein3000 
A4. I have to avoid chains that use pesticides and air fresheners or the trip is ruined. Hampton is usually safe but not always. For
Airbnb I ask ahead about stuff I’m allergic too. 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What preparation do you do with your doctor before a trip? Do you have tips for traveling with medications,
devices,… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler Oh that is a great tip! #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @obligatraveler: A 4) A big one is how close an accommodation is to what I'm visiting or want to see. Lessening the stress of
either a d… 

ShelleyRoche-Jacques @RocheJacques 
@beth_morton @cannontekstar Oh yes, me too. I'm always scoping out menus for nearby places when traveling - my husband thinks
it's hilarious that I know all about what food is on offer at nearby destinations at any given time! #MigraineChat😆 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 My tip is in hindsight - have a written list of your meds/diagnosis and what you might need if you end up in the ER.
Ive definitely ended up hospitalized a day after starting a new med I couldn’t remember and it was a disaster. #MigraineChat 

Nadia Buiter #GeenDorHout #SolidairNaarNul @nadia_buiter 
@beth_morton A2. Honestly, for me it works really well if I can stay in a train or car for a longer time to just take something against my
car sickness, it knocks me off to sleep and I’ll be completely knocked out until I arrive at the destination. Sleep mask & ear plugs help
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5. I sometimes discuss additional acute/rescue options for specific triggers (flying, altitude). My doc also wrote me a letter to bring to
the ER w/my preferred #migraine rescue treatment. Other than that, I pack all my meds and devices in my carry-on when flying.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: other than getting a Dr override to get Rx filled early, my Drs aren't involved in any way in my travel. I do look up
where hospitals are in relation to my hotel though, just in case. #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A 5) Keep lists of medications/doses, important past information (like surgeries) with dates, specialist/doctors info accessible on your
phone. I've done the ER trip trip and it's hard to remember that information off the top of your head when you are extra stressed
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This is a great idea, for the ER, for TSA, for anyone you might encounter who needs to understand your symptoms and treatment.
#MigraineChat 

Nadia Buiter #GeenDorHout #SolidairNaarNul @nadia_buiter 
@beth_morton A4. Ask ahead of time about the quality of the mattress (must be hard, rather than soft), I bring my own pillow and hot
water bottle #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton This is good whether you're traveling or home. I keep an updated list (dx, Rx, otc/supplements,
allergies, emergency contact) as a note on my phone but also written out & tucked in my wallet. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse @cannontekstar Oh, noting this for the future! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Aha I should do that #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MaeNena73: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton This is good whether you're traveling or home. I keep an updated list (dx, Rx,
otc/supplements,… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@northcomet Yes! I did this (got a letter from my doc) with my gammaCore so TSA wouldn't freak out over a device they hadn't seen.
#MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton Just being on a plane always does the trick for me. Not sure if it's the air quality, the altitude or the anxiety.
#migrainechat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. How do you manage pacing or scheduling on vacation (i.e., itinerary vs no itinerary), especially when traveling with others who do
not have a chronic illness? #MigraineChat https://t.co/eaCAt1uiGZ 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. How do you manage pacing or scheduling on vacation (i.e., itinerary vs no itinerary), especially when
traveling with o… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AdriaCL1 Same here. Altitude. Anxiety. Dryness. Sensory triggers. It's overload. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @obligatraveler: A 5) Keep lists of medications/doses, important past information (like surgeries) with dates, specialist/doctors info
a… 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton When I travel with someone, I make it clear we're gonna be on my schedule. That also means having time to myself
when I need it. #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: flexible itinerary (must see X, if ok see Y) but pacing is where I struggle. I don't travel often so I want to see all the
things & wind up overdoing it so I crash hard when I get home. I always factor in 2 recovery days, but sometimes that's not enough.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A6. This hasn’t come up a lot, but mostly I just leave the group and rest. Let others do their thing. I definitely get FOMO when
everyone keeps on enjoying vacation, but I have to take breaks or I can't enjoy any of it. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A5. I make sure all my meds & rescues are stocked, filled and up-to-date. If traveling internationally, i make sure my
bigger rescues are stocked (dexamethasone, valium, etc). I used to travel to Spain frequently for work and have my emergency note
saved in Spanish #MigraineChat https://t.co/qBhkVmqUgb 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. If you’re traveling with me I’m the priority if I have to be involved. Meaning we leave later in the day. Mostly i join
on an opt in basis and there’s not much structure. Coordinating actual travel is most difficult, but I don’t tolerate if folks don’t get it.
#MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A6)I research and make a list of things I'd like to do. Preferably things that don't need a reservation. The night before I pick two things
to do the next day. I manage the FOMO and focus on the great experiences I get to have even if it's not everything #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton And like by not tolerate I just won’t go, or they won’t go. I also mostly travel alone. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MindyDarrow Welcome to #MIgraineChat! We're flying through questions. Feel free to scroll back and answer. I think there is also
one more coming! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @obligatraveler: A6)I research and make a list of things I'd like to do. Preferably things that don't need a reservation. The night
befo… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I've often drifted in & out of group activities on vacation. Convincing myself to not feel guilty about this, or beat myself
up for not being strong enough to keep going, has been life-changing in terms of my enjoyment. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Time alone is such a key part of travel. Like no night plans let’s all just unwind #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. Scheduling some rest/decompression time for just after arrival is good/essential, though potentially compounds the "let down"
issue. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q7. For those who took a break from traveling due to #migraine or chronic illness and have started traveling again: what other tips for
travel or words of encouragement do you have? #MigraineChat https://t.co/VEnn2wZ9xt 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@cannontekstar @beth_morton This is great. I used to have a great app that translated your medical info into lots of different
languages, but the app shut down. It was a great idea #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A6. I like to have an itinerary with blocks for rest. I also need to be involved in planning since I’m so environmentally
triggered. #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@beth_morton The chronic illness vacation FOMO is so real #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A7 cancellation policies exist for a reason, read them and be familiar with procedures. Trip insurance is a life savor
because we’re sick life happens and sometimes we can’t go. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 I like this a lot. #MigraineChat

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
RT @beth_morton: Q7. For those who took a break from traveling due to #migraine or chronic illness and have started traveling
again: what o… 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A2) I tend to take road trips alone. So if I have to stop to eat, drink, pee, puke, medicate, pull over for a while or get a
shitty motel room, it's only affecting me. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A7. I’ve only traveled a few times since chronic #migraine & it is still really hard. However, once I did, I realized that if I planned
around my major triggers, it lowered my anxiety. Stuff still came up. I still felt awful some of the time, but I would’ve anyway.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A7 cancellation policies exist for a reason, read them and be familiar with procedures. Trip
insurance is a… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Yes!! And local travel too can be so lovely and easier to coordinate around triggers #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A2 redux: airports are my cryptonite if alone; having to deal with all my stuff, security, etc ad nauseum. I USED to fly
all over by myself. No longer. I'm never tried a train  #MigraineChat

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
A7) Don't be reluctant to mention travel to doctors. Many of my doctors love that I travel and will go above and beyond to help me
make a trip or travel dream possible. I've been surprised by how much they care. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: That went super fast. Please feel free to take a break and catch up later! Any last thoughts? Questions? Travel topics we didn’t
cover in today’s #MigraineChat? 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank Sarah (@obligatraveler) for generously co-hosting today’s #MigraineChat and sharing so much great knowledge. And
all of you who joined and shared your experiences. I hope these tips make all our worlds a little bigger as we feel safer exploring (any
distance). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag Qs for the community. Join the Discord #MigraineChat. It’s a great place to socialize,
vent, & ask questions between chats! When you enter, accept the rules and all other channels will become accessible.
https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Same. There's a place I/ we go that could take 1.5 hrs driving or it's taken as long as 3.5 hrs. I
always make it a long weekend. Just in case. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @obligatraveler: A7) Don't be reluctant to mention travel to doctors. Many of my doctors love that I travel and will go above and
beyond… 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
Thanks for having me. It was great chatting with everyone and learning some great new tips. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler I second this. My first big trip after chronic #migraine, I expressed how badly I wanted to make it happen and my
doctors were good about adding some extra treatment options, letters I could bring, etc. Even if I didn't need them, it helped my
anxiety! #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton More A2) having ALL my meds, EarPlanes, food, water etc in a large purse so I don't have to stop it on a plane, goes
a long way for me too. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@obligatraveler Thank you, too! I picked up some great tips myself! I'm so glad we connected for this #MigraineChat! 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@fabriKatie Rest is so important. Some of my best naps have been vacation naps #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton This is such a good point. You don't always have to go far to experience nice things. Staying local
is underrated. #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton Yes, ALL of these too! A2) #MigraineChat (back to answer more later. Thank you, Beth 💜) 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A7. Go at your own pace. Your first location should be a place where you feel comfortable about the variables. Travel
with people who are comfortable with your condition so you don’t have to self-advocate with your travel partner. If you need to rest,
rest! #MigraineChat 

obligatory traveler @obligatraveler 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yes. I'm also an introvert so I sometimes just need a quiet few moments to myself when I'm with a
group. And in the end the group is usually understanding and fine with me sitting something out #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@obligatraveler @beth_morton Yesssss! The more doctors know, the more they can help you prepare. #MigraineChat 

Read a damn book @alli_ramirez128 
@beth_morton A1 over stressing my body is a big trigger. Walking and standing are difficult for long periods. Eating right and staying
hydrated are hard in some places. Sensory overload from too much stimulation. #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton @obligatraveler Thanks for another great #MigraineChat. This one surprised me! 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Something I'm coming to terms with is that some of the travel on my bucket list will be exceedingly hard on my health
& may not be possible. I'm learning to plan travel based on my body's needs not solely my heart's wants. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Exactly! Hopefully this #MigraineChat made people feel like they can take on travel of any distance. Chronic illness can make our
world feel small. But even small trips - day trips, local travel - can make it bigger. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@obligatraveler I’m curious about this. I feel like if I mention travel I put my disability status at risk because if I’m well enough to travel
I should be well enough to work. How do you navigate that? #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Exactly! Hopefully this #MigraineChat made people feel like they can take on travel of any distance. Chronic
illness can m… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A7: choose your travel companions with your health needs in mind. Someone could be fun to sight-see with, but if
they don't respect your pace, it's not worth it. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Thank you, as always, for coming Katie! Take care! And I hope surprised in a good way! 😉 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @cannontekstar: @beth_morton A7. Go at your own pace. Your first location should be a place where you feel comfortable about
the variabl… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Okay, that settles it. #MigraineChat travel club is born. Where we going first, folks?! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I have to take a little #MigraineChat break. If it went too fast, you can keep catching up or take a break and come back later, too! Or if
you joined late, please scroll through and answer! I'll be around to peek at comments later. 💜

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Hi Beth! I'm late to the convo again - K-9 did not like the fireworks last night, so I was up w them most of the night.
And now I'm getting ready for TS Elsa - ugh for the barometric changes! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Absolutely! I had more to say than I realised, picked up tips I didn't know I needed and learnt things about myself too.
Take care. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet Ugh, thought of you all when I heard the track for Elsa. Hope you all stay safe as possible (and your head doesn't get
too cranky). No worries about being late. I'm jumping off to take a break, but will be back a bit later. #MigraineChat 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
@beth_morton A2. I can't drive longer than 30mins max and my light sensitivity has gotten worse. I haven't taken a plane in my
condition, but trains are fine as long as I'm facing forward. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@T79567635 Here's the info on the Discord group. If you're not familiar with it, you can download the app or use it as a desktop
application on your computer. https://t.co/Xn7XFX9LB6 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 
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One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A3 #MigraineChat What everyone else has said. Lately, I've really been liking RXbars - simple & easy. I always pack
my own snacks, read menus carefully, specify food restrictions when possible (if it's a conference/wedding/etc.). We usually take our
travel trailer and eat in. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A5 #MigraineChat When flying, I keep all my meds (some of them are liquid) in a separate carry-on. *Never check
your meds in checked bags.* I keep them in original rx containers as much as possible, and have a copy of the rx with me for those I
can't. Never had a problem w TSA. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat I bring a small air purifier. Ask for a fragrance-free room w refrigerator & microwave. Request
minimal housekeeping. Bring own pillow/case when possible. If not bringing water filter, buy large containers of drinking water from
grocery store. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A6 #MigraineChat Vacations are radically different than they used to be. Mostly travel w trailer. Try not to drive too far
in a day. Stay for several days before traveling again. Don't get up too early or stay up too late. See/do things as body permits
(pacing). 1/ 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A7 #MigraineChat Travel is still possible; it just may be very different from what you used to do. Be realistic about your
expectations and others' expectations. Have frank conversations about what you can/can't do and what you need. 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton The barriers when traveling abroad. Needing to figure out how to access health care in that country if you need it. It
takes a lot of extra time and research when planning a trip. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton A7 #MigraineChat Travel is still possible; it just may be very different from what you used to do. Be
realisti… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton A5 #MigraineChat When flying, I keep all my meds (some of them are liquid) in a separate carry-
on. *Never chec… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
#migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Since I have mechanical/structural issues (JHS/hEDS) in addition to migraine, I find taking a few PT items w me really
helps. Making time for some PT exercises every day really helps me deal w the extra demands on my body. #MigraineChat 

Heart0'Fire @h3art0f1r3 
I do likewise & never had a problem w/TSA. Mine go in a separate gallon freezer bag that is zipped into the 1 bag I carried on. Never
carry more than 4 oz of liquid in a bottle. 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A1 Air travel—packing, carrying heavy bags (can’t check meds or kid entertainment!), herding kids, trying to keep kids
from hassling others, wearing a mask all day, too much peopling, heights. Time changes, inconsistent food, sensory overload.
#migrainechat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A2 w/o kids, car is best, if my spouse can do the driving—can stop whenever, no other humans, etc. With kids, I
suspect train would be best—less noisy and alarming than air travel, and kids can move around more. #migrainechat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A3 I like enjoy life trail mix atm. Also try to eat a good meal before leaving. And frankly I almost never go anywhere
other than to visit family, and my parents and sister are amazing cooks, so I know even if I get in late at night there’ll be good leftovers
#migrainechat 
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🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A4 I also like rentals for the sake of the kitchen+less peopling. Needs to be somewhere quiet, with access to easy
food. #migrainechat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton A6 I don’t stay anywhere for less than 3 days, and give myself permission to just veg out in a different bed from usual
if that’s how it turns out. My spouse is fine with that. Haven’t yet tried to travel w/kids other than to visit family. #migrainechat 

🔥Rebecca🔥    @PyesMusings 
@beth_morton I’m Rebecca, joining late. This is super timely, since yesterday I flew (and drove and took a boat ride 😫) across the
country w/spouse and kids. Now we’re at my parents’ house, which isn’t quiet, since there are 5 kids total, but is still relaxing af.
#migrainechat 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid I think this month’s chat is really applicable to all kinds of chronic pain and chronic illness, so please
feel… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
This is smart. And for this who don't have these, I don't usually, but will plug that I think @achysmileblog prints cards with health info
on them in case we can't communicate during an attack. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A7. My first trip was the same month I was "officially" diagnosed and it was a disaster. Las Vegas. Worst place for a
vestibular disorder. The next year I went back way more prepared, especially after vestibular therapy, and it was 10x better. Just keep
trying. #MigraineChat 

Yes, Virginia @CowanVirg 
I don’t know the science but my post 2nd dose - Moderna- migraine of 2 solid days went away forever with one iced coffee ! So hot tip
for migraine sufferers? as this isn’t the first time caffeine has gotten rid of a bad headache! #Moderna #vaccineSideEffects
#MigraineChat 

eliza is vaccinated but still immunocompromised @tiEliza 
@beth_morton Multiple sound sources at once e.g. many people talking + overhead announcements. #MigraineChat 

eliza is vaccinated but still immunocompromised @tiEliza 
@beth_morton We just did our first post vaccine trip: combo of flying, train and driving. Hardest part of flying is sensory overload of
airports and discomfort of airplane seats. Riding in cars gives me vertigo. Train seats were super comfy but train station was stressful.
#MigraineChat 

eliza is vaccinated but still immunocompromised @tiEliza 
@beth_morton For all modes of transport, the thing that helped me most was carrying a hip pack with ear plugs, a safe snack, and
emergency doses of all of my meds for any kind of flare up. (Rest of meds in my carry on but this way I didn’t have to rummage to find
them) #MigraineChat 

eliza is vaccinated but still immunocompromised @tiEliza 
@beth_morton I never plan more than one activity a day and prepare my kid/husband that my participation is always tentative
depending on how I’m feeling so there’s no big disappointment if I bail at the last minute. Also plan to sit and rest and put in earplugs
if I need to. #MigraineChat 

Neko A. Perdomo @NekoAmps 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#Migrai… 

Natalie Habib @Princess_Nat15 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#Migrai… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D from Florida joining in late after a much longer than expected post fourth of July fireworks recovery. And trying to get
ready for the storm that’s headed our way soon. #MigraineChat 
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D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A1 lots of potential for sensory overload, bright lights, loud noises and strong smells are and can be big problems. Also just the stress
of getting there, I plan ahead as much as possible. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A2 bringing emergency meds, staying hydrated and having snacks, a sleep mask and a headset, a big blanket scarf if I can manage
it. Be very careful about temperature regulation. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
CW: Food A3 ideally I want to bring or have access to salted nuts, cheese, some sort of fresh fruit. The point a to point B travel
process is not the time to get very experimental with food and too much sugar can make me feel very sick so best to avoid.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A4 A hotel with a fridge and kettle gives me some assurance I won’t be dealing with sensory overload or too much stress trying to
figure out how all the appliances work, if I can make them work for me at all, walkability or access to public transport is a must
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A5 I keep a list of medication and of my doctors and their contact info on my phone, and make sure to know where the nearest
emergency rooms are, meds are always in the carry-on. #MigraineChat. 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A6 I am definitely a planner, especially when I know there’s a lot I’d like to do and part of that planning is scheduling breaks for myself.
At best, I get a rest. At worst, I can move some of the things that may have been interrupted by a migraine. #MigraineChat. 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A7 i’ve never taken a break but I’ve definitely learned a few things as my illnesses have gotten worse, saying no to companions who
insist on frenetic pacing is pivotal, it’s your trip to and you get to enjoy it even if that means not doing everything. #MigraineChat 

Tricia  @heartisinparis 
Feeling like I made a deal with the devil. #Vyepti has helped my #migraines , but the soreness in my arm muscles and joints has
made them useless. I do need my arms to function! Having 2nd thoughts about this drug. 😤#MigraineChat 

A-letter-from-home @Aletterfromhom1 
@beth_morton My husband is great to vacation with. He takes lots of photos and I can sleep as much as I want/need without shame.
And he carries the stuff. #migrainechat #TravelTuesday 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
When my Dr told me it was time for a medical ID bracelet for hemiplegic migraine because my speech was slurred during an
appointment (I can’t hear the dysphasia), I was devastated. I felt I was a failure, for some reason. Now I panic if I forget to put the
Medical ID on. 

Mind Peace Clinic @mindpeaceclinic 
Did you know... #migrainechat #migraine #MPCCares https://t.co/HI31ezoYN0 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ It’s okay! FYI: If you go to https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop there is a google calendar #MigraineChat reminder option.
(Hopefully it still works. It’s the only calendar option I could figure out - if anyone know how to program/uses others, let me know). 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: @Alexandria_SZ It’s okay! FYI: If you go to https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop there is a google calendar #MigraineChat
reminder opt… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
Thread. Resources for migraineurs whose speech is affected during a migraine: 

Broken⁷ & Az⁷ @thiscrazyg 
4 For me, that’s enjoying @BTS_twt content. Playing with Az. And remembering what’s important in my life. #migrainechat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Relevant to yesterday's #MigraineChat by @winedarkme. 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: Relevant to yesterday's #MigraineChat by @winedarkme. https://t.co/IMArLvEEfw 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @beth_morton: Relevant to yesterday's #MigraineChat by @winedarkme. https://t.co/IMArLvEEfw 

imagined eyes 👀 @imaginedeyes 
ive been trying to force myself to be okay for so long and im really not. the migraines are consuming my life and now i found out that i
might have ms #MultipleSclerosis #migraine #migrainechat #Healing 

SardineFreak @SardineFreak 
Eat more sardines / get less headaches #omega3 #migrainechat #migraine #sardinescience https://t.co/UFgrQ5CR8M 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

teona ♿ (they/them) @tee_spoonie 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

kayla🐢 @kumquatkaylaa 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

Brandi Thompson @awesomebrandi 
I basically avoid or dread any evening plans at this point. 

Niti | Writing Commissions Open!! @nitchen_ 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
Thank for taking the time to share my story in @US_Pain‘s INvisible Project. #NeuroTwitter #HeadacheMedicine #MigraineChat
#NEISvoid https://t.co/IHMp2zGNPb 

Ci (Ciaran) @ChaiCiLatte 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

Jennifer @jenwith_1_n 
I have a midterm exam scheduled for 5:30pm tomorrow. Trying not to think of all the ways my day could go downhill before then. 

Aniket Natekar, MD, MSc @Natekar_MD 
Great advocacy piece featuring my former colleague and dearest friend @CSWhiteMD! Thank you for putting yourself out there and
making it known that providers are people too. I think this will resonate tons with the headache community! 

🍓pillowprincess 🍓 @deadwrong__ 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

🍓pillowprincess 🍓 @deadwrong__ 
!!!! 
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Keith Horace @HoraceKeith 
RT @beth_morton: Does anyone else w/chronic #migraine (or fatigue, chronic pain/illness) hate evening plans? I’ve gotten better
about migra… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Thank for taking the time to share my story in @US_Pain‘s INvisible Project. #NeuroTwitter #HeadacheMedicine
#MigraineChat #… 

Oh So Aud(rey) @pinky_or_brain 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Thank for taking the time to share my story in @US_Pain‘s INvisible Project. #NeuroTwitter #HeadacheMedicine
#MigraineChat #… 
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